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The glass transition temperature (Tg) is one of the most fundamental properties of polymers. Tg

is predicted by some theories as a sudden change in a “macroscopic” quantity (e.g. compressibility).
However, for systems with “soft” glass transitions where the change is gradual it becomes hard
to pinpoint precisely the transition temperature as well as the set of molecular changes occurring
during this transition. Here, we introduce two new molecular signatures for the glass transition of
polymers that exhibit clear changes as one approaches Tg: i) differential change of the probability
distribution of dihedral angles as a function of temperature, and ii) the distribution of fractional
of time spent in the different torsional states. These new signatures provide insights into the glass
transition in polymers by directly exhibiting the concept of spatial heterogeneity and dynamical
ergodicity breaking in such systems, as well as provide a key step to quantitatively obtain the
transition temperature from molecular characteristics of the polymeric systems.

I. INTRODUCTION9

Glasses share similarities with crystalline solids as they10

are both rigid, but also with liquids as they both have11

disordered structures [1–3]. For an amorphous polymer,12

one of the most important and fundamental properties13

is the glass transition temperature (Tg) that determines14

the functionality and applications of such materials [4, 5].15

Traditional computational ways to predict Tg have fo-16

cused on “macroscopic” quantities such as specific vol-17

ume (or density) [6], potential energy surfaces [7] and18

free volume [8, 9]. These macroscopic quantities show19

a pseudo-second order transition around the transition20

temperature that depends on the quenching rate, while21

the transition is not necessarily second-order or sharp22

theoretically [10]. However, the glass transition can also23

be viewed as an “entropy crisis” at the molecular level24

[11]. Different approaches to find this transition theoret-25

ically have been proposed from studying spatial hetero-26

geneity, in which the dynamics of parts of systems are27

different by orders of magnitude [12–19], to replica sym-28

metry breaking [20–23], to the ergodicity breaking point29

of the distribution function [20, 24–28]. At the end, all30

these theories agree in finding a point at which the sys-31

tem is no longer able to sample all its configurational32

space within the window of observation.33

Along a similar pathway, experimentally, several works34

applied electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spec-35

troscopy to study the relaxation dynamics of glass-form-36

ing polymers including PMMA [29–34]. By labeling poly-37

mer segments using magnetic probes (with good ther-38

mal stability, stiffness, and geometry), and varying the39

magnetic field at different temperatures, the EPR spec-40

tra show distinct shapes around Tg. Furthermore, people41
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have observed different dynamic modes of certain types42

of atoms using the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)43

at Tg [35, 36].44

Here we introduce two new measures in silico: one di-45

rectly compares the conformational distributions of the46

dihedral angles, and the other represents the distribution47

with the fraction of time spent in the trans, gauche− and48

gauche+ states, to obtain two clear molecular signatures49

of the glass transition. Our results exhibit a sudden in-50

crease in these two signatures associated with a sudden51

acceleration in the ability of the system to sample new52

states as the temperature increases. Thus, these two53

molecular signatures are consistent with generalized reac-54

tion coordinates for the glass transition in these systems.55

We first demonstrate this in a simple two-state model56

and then apply this measure to different homopolymers.57

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS58

A. Sharp and soft glass transition based on59

macroscopic quantities60

We are interested in homopolymers whose mobility61

is so low that one would consider them as a glass but62

due to the multitude of relaxation timescales available to63

these systems, it is not clear how to assign a point to64

where the glass transition occurs using traditional met-65

rics. In particular we consider two atactic homopolymers66

with a common methacrylate backbone: poly(methyl67

methacrylate) (PMMA) and poly(2-ethylhexyl methacry-68

late) (PEHMA) [Fig. 1A]. We first run a molecular dy-69

namics (MD) simulations from a fully relaxed state at 65070

K and cool the system to 300 K with a constant cooling71

rate. We use 20 chains with an index of polymerization72

of 20, which is a typical configuration for MD studies of73

polymer glass transitions [37]. More simulation details74
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FIG. 1. Glass transition of PEHMA and PMMA from MD
simulations using the specific volume (Vsp) and mobility mea-
sures. A. Chemical structure of EHMA and MMA and cor-
responding color codings. B. Glass transition of PEHMA
(soft transition) and PMMA (sharp kink transition), and their
corresponding Tg as the intercept of extrapolation (dotted
line) from the linear regressions at high and low temperature
regime (solid line). C. Uncertainty of fitting a soft curve us-
ing linear extrapolation. D−F. Mobility measures of PEHMA
and PMMA: D. diffusion coefficient (D), E. root-mean-square
fluctuations of backbone atoms (RMSF) and F. standard de-
viation (SD) of backbone dihedral angle fluctuations. As can
be seen, only in the case of PMMA it is possible to pinpoint
the transition using Vsp, while all the mobility measures do
not show a clear tranition point and are very similar between
both chemistries.

are provided in the Supporting Information. The Tg can75

be predicted based on the slope change of the specific76

volume (Vsp, the inverse of melt density) by using the77

extrapolated intercept of two linear regressions from high78

and low temperature regimes [Fig. 1B]. As can be seen79

from the figure, PMMA (pink circles) displays a clear80

kink indicating a glass transition around 525.8 K. Al-81

though the experimental Tg values of atactic PMMA are82

around 400 K [38, 39], it is reasonable that our MD sim-83

ulation overestimates the transition temperature because84

in silico quenching rate is unrealistically higher than the85

experimental one. While PMMA shows a sharp change86

in the compressibility, PEHMA shows a smooth decrease87

in Vsp when temperature decreases (note deviations from88

fitting lines in Fig. 1C). We still categorize PEHMA as89

a glass because its mobility as characterized by the diffu-90

sion coefficient (D), backbone atom fluctuations (RMSF)91

and backbone dihedral angle fluctuations (SD dihedral92

angle) is comparable to PMMA, a well-known glass [Fig.93

1D−F] (See Sec. C1 of Supplemental Material for how94

these quantities are obtained [40]). Here the diffusion95

coefficient and average dihedral angle fluctuation show96

inconsistency in the relaxation time; the slopes change97

at different temperatures. The reason is that in order for98

the system to diffuse, large dihedral angle fluctuations99

are a necessary condition: it is not until most dihedral100

angles are mobile, when the system can move; but the101

sufficiency cannot be granted because we only record the102

backbone dihedral angles. Experimentally, PEHMA be-103

haves as a glass but does not display any clear change of104

slope using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) [41].105

Therefore, the appearance of this “soft” glass transition106

found using MD simulation confirms the experimental107

results. The qualitative way of explaining the different108

glass transition behaviors between PMMA and PEHMA109

is the steric effect of longer side chains preventing the110

intermolecular movement and leading to a more complex111

energy landscape, so Tg of PEHMA is lower and the tran-112

sition is more smooth. However, the linear extrapolation113

of PEHMA curve is arbitrary as the slope of the curve114

continuously decreases: different fitting regimes at high115

(or low) temperatures (solid line) will result in different116

intercepts (dot), leading to an artifact when estimating117

Tg in the soft glass transition [Fig. 1C]. Furthermore,118

within this transition region, such an approach does not119

contain any information of the changes occurring at the120

molecular level.121

B. Potential Energy Landscape of glass transition.122

Glass transitions can be explained by the Potential123

Energy Landscape (PEL) [42–45] as sketched in a sin-124

gle collective variable (CV) in Fig. 2A. When a system125

is supercooled and assuming the crystalline states can-126

not be formed, it becomes a glass and is trapped in one127

of the many possible local minima or metastable states.128

Furthermore, there is a possible existence of an “ideal129

glass”, corresponding to the best and most stable possi-130

ble glass achievable [46–49]. This ideal glass would have131

zero configurational entropy, equal to or even lower than132

that of the crystalline state at the Kauzmann tempera-133

ture (TK) [50, 51].134

When the system is below Tg, almost every part of the135

system is trapped in a certain local minimum in the ob-136

servable time scale; however, it is still possible for some137

parts of the system to escape the glassy state at any finite138

temperature [red arrow in Fig. 2A]. When the system139

is above Tg, the fraction of the system that can escape140
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FIG. 2. A. Schematic representation of a potential energy landscape for a glass former. B. Energy landscape of a double well
potential and the illustration of calculating the pairwise JS divergence (defined in text) for the double well potentials. The
pairwise JS divergence for the distributions shown in B left panel are: JS (red, blue) = 0.07, JS (red, purple) = 0.99 and JS
(blue, purple) = 1.04. C. The corresponding dynamical heterogeneity (JS divergence) as a function of kT . The error bar is the
standard deviation across all pairwise JS divergence.

the glassy state or rejuvenate will increase dramatically.141

Therefore, the dynamical heterogeneity of the system will142

increase in a similar fashion. In other words, if we trace143

the trajectory of each part of the system (e.g. each back-144

bone dihedral angle), we expect two types of dynamical145

behaviors: one is locked in one microstate, and the other146

can cross the energy barrier and jump among several mi-147

crostates. After converting each trajectory during a cer-148

tain period to the corresponding probability distribution149

function (PDF) with regard to a generalized coordinate,150

we will observe a dramatic increase in the dissimilar-151

ity/divergence among the PDFs when the temperature is152

over Tg. Furthermore, we can expect that at a tempera-153

ture lower than Tg the dissimilarity among the PDFs is154

quite low because most parts of the system are locked in155

a single state. Also, at temperatures much higher than156

Tg we also expect low dissimilarity since the system can157

sample all the states (i.e., as an ergodic system) and thus,158

their PDFs will be similar. Therefore, we expect a maxi-159

mum in the dissimilarity between PDFs between Tg and160

the high temperature regime.161

FIG. 3. Probability distribution functions of ten independent
trials at four different temperature using Monte Carlo simu-
lation in a double-well potential. All temperatures are below
the freezing temperature (kT ≈ 1).

C. Simple double-well potential162

This behavior can be clearly seen in the simple double-163

well potential [Fig. 2B]. For this system, we run 1, 000164

independent Metropolis Monte Carlo (MC) simulations165

with random initial positions (See Sec. C2 of Supplemen-166

tal Material for the details of the simulations [40]). For167

these trajectories, we convert them into probability dis-168

tribution functions (PDF) and shift the mean because if169

two particles are stuck in two different energy wells, these170

two PDFs should be classified in the same category (i.e.,171

as a single state system). Here, we show three indepen-172

dent trajectories in different colors [Fig. 2B]. The blue173

trajectory is stuck in the energy well around x = 1.7, the174

red one is in stuck around x = −1.7 and the purple one175

exhibits a jump between two wells. We convert the tra-176

jectories to the corresponding PDFs and then shift the177

average of the PDFs, so the stuck cases (blue and red)178

are aligned and show the the highest similarity. We then179

use the Jensen−Shannon divergence (JS) as the measure180

of similarity between two discrete distributions p(x) and181

q(x):182

JS(p||q) =
1

2
KL(p||M) +

1

2
KL(q||M) (1)

where M is the average distribution between p and q, i.e.,183

M(xi) = 1
2 [p(xi)+q(xi)], and KL is the Küllback−Leibler184

(KL) divergence between two distributions a and b:185

KL(a||b) =
∑
i

a(xi)[log a(xi)− log b(xi)] (2)

Two distributions are identical if and only if JS = 0.186

See Sec. B of Supplemental Material for the details of187

the divergences [40]. The pairwise JS divergence values188

are as follows: JS (red, blue) = 0.07, JS (red, purple)189

= 0.99 and JS (blue, purple) = 1.04, suggesting that red190

and blue are similar to each other but dissimilar to pur-191

ple. We conduct the Monte Carlo simulations at a kT192

range from 0.1 to 100 [Fig. 2C]. As can be seen from the193

figure, we see the decreasing trends at both the low and194

high temperature regions, confirming that the system is195

dynamically homogeneous in both extreme temperature196
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limits. Furthermore, we also observe a JS maximum in197

the intermediate temperature at which the system is the198

most dynamically heterogeneous. Around kT = 1, we see199

a sudden and dramatic increase of system heterogeneity,200

suggesting the freezing temperature or equivalent Tg co-201

incides with this point, which in this example is around202

1. Other features of this molecular signature are that203

in the low temperature regime, the JS divergence has a204

non-zero slope related to the increase in the magnitude205

of fluctuations as a function of kT [Fig. 3]. We can see206

that below the freezing temperature (kT ≈ 1), the distri-207

butions are shrinking from the ten samples at four differ-208

ent temperatures. The mean-shifted PDFs at the same209

temperature overlap almost exactly. In the high temper-210

ature regime for this model, we reach a plateau with a211

non-zero value for the JS divergence because the system212

size is effectively growing. It is worth mentioning that213

the thermal energy (kT ) at Tg is lower than both energy214

barriers ∆U = 1.8 (from x = −1.7 to 0.1) and 1.6 (from215

x = 1.7 to 0.1).216

D. Homopolymers: spatial heterogeneity217

We then apply the same analysis to both poly-218

meric PMMA and PEHMA systems. Also, we include219

poly(styrene) (PS), a known glassy material as a test220

of generalizability. Here we run a series of simulations221

at different temperatures (See Sec. C1 of Supplemen-222

tal Material for the details of the simulations [40]). We223

show the population PDF of dihedral angles as the ref-224

erence [Fig. 4 insets]. This PDF has a globally preferred225

trans state and favorable gauche− and gauche+ states.226

The JS divergence among the PDFs of dihedral angles227

as a function of temperature shows clear signs of a sud-228

den change in dissimilarity between torsional states of229

different dihedral angles. There is also a maximum be-230

tween this region and the high temperature regime. We231

find the sudden change in slope for PMMA and PS at232

431.3 K and 405.9 K, respectively (See Table S1 for how233

smooth/sharp the change in slope is as defined above)234

(See Sec. A of Supplemental Material for the details of235

the fits [40]). PEHMA, a glassy material with soft glass236

transition, however, also shows a sudden increase of slope237

around 391.7 K. Also, the first segment below the transi-238

tion temperature has a non-zero slope that also confirms239

the finding from the double well [Fig. 3]. Here we show240

the average standard deviations among all the dihedral241

angles below Tg [Fig. 5]. The average standard deviations242

of all systems increase with an increase of temperature.243

The Tg values from the new analysis are much more244

closer to the experimental values compared to Vsp from245

Fig. 1. If we look at the change of Vsp, the estimated246

Tg is comparable to the annealing simulation [Fig. S1].247

The new analysis also provides a molecular interpretation248

showing that the glass transition of PEHMA is similar249

to that of PMMA and PS at the backbone level, and250

that the observed softness in the macroscopic quantities251

can be due to side chain reconfiguration effects. This252

suggests that the potential energy landscape of PEHMA253

is more complex compared to that of PMMA and PS. In254

other words, there exists a group of identical or at least255

similar energy barriers in PMMA and PS that determine256

the glass transition for the backbone, while for PEHMA,257

there also exists the components from side chains that258

soften the potential landscape.259

E. Homopolymers: dynamical ergodicity breaking260

Finally, we study another relevant definition of the261

glass transition that is called the dynamical ergodicity262

breaking. In statistical theory, the term ergodicity refers263

to where the ensemble average equals the time average,264

which is a common assumption in equilibrium statistical265

mechanics. However, for a non-equilibrium system such266

as glasses, the ensemble average of certain thermody-267

namic properties can be different from the corresponding268

time average [52]. Therefore, the point that the ergod-269

icity breaks is the point of the glass transition. Here we270

proposed a measure to describe the ergodicity of each di-271

hedral angle using the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)272

(See Sec. D of Supplemental Material for the details of273

the algorithms [40]).274

Previously using JS divergence, we directly compare275

the distribution functions and find a measure of dynam-276

ical heterogeneity. When looking at individual distri-277

butions, the shape of the distribution is actually multi-278

modal with each mode representing a specific energy well.279

If we look at the population distribution function inset in280

Fig. 4, each function could be decomposed into three dif-281

ferent energy wells corresponding to the trans, gauche−282

and gauche+ states. Therefore, for the individual dihe-283

dral angle, we could also decompose its distribution into284

the three energy wells and measure the fraction of time285

that it lands in each well. If a dihedral angle is com-286

pletely locked in one energy well, no matter which one it287

is in, there will only be one non-zero weight of the modes288

in the Gaussian mixture model [Fig. S2-S3]. If a dihedral289

angle is ergodic or “more” ergodic, from the distribution290

function, it will exhibit a multi-modal PDF and, there-291

fore, more than one non-zero weight. In this sense, we292

will fit the individual distribution function with a GMM293

so that the weights, or so-called priors, of each Gaussian294

will represent the fraction of time spent in each state.295

Since there are three typical states in these systems [Fig.296

4 insets], we fit each distribution with a three-Gaussian297

model.298

The individual weights for all the dihedral angles at299

different temperature can be found in Fig. 6. We show300

the sets of weights of each dihedral angle for MMA at six301

different temperatures [Fig. 6]. In each panel, we show302

the sets for all 740 dihedral angles (x-axis). The three303

weights for each set are in different colors. At 300 K304

(the left panel in the first row), we can see that most305

sets have one of the weights equal to unity, meaning that306
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FIG. 4. The dynamical heterogeneity (JS divergence) with regard to temperature for: A. PMMA, B. PEHMA and C. PS. The
population probability distribution of backbone dihedral angles is also shown as an inset. The piecewise linear regression is
shown as solid line.

FIG. 5. Average largest standard deviations of all dihedral
angles for three homopolymers with increasing temperature.
The highest temperature is below the corresponding Tg. The
reason for choosing the largest standard deviation is because
below Tg, we expect that the majority of dihedral angles are
uni-modal. The error bar is the standard error across all the
dihedral angles.

most dihedral angles are completely locked in one energy307

well (similar cases as the left panel of Fig. S3). More-308

over, there are some sets that have more than one non-309

zero weight (2.8%), representing “ergodic” dihedral an-310

gles (similar cases as the middle panel or right panel of311

Fig. S3). We can see that with the increase of tempera-312

ture, more dihedral angles became more egordic. At the313

highest temperature, 650 K, we see that almost all values314

of weights are non-zero (97.7%), showing that almost all315

dihedral angles are ergodic.316

Then Fig. 7 show the evolution of three weights ranked317

and averaged over all the dihedral angles for MMA,318

EHMA, and PS. We can see that at the low temperature319

limit, only one out of three weights are close to unity on320

average indicating the locked states; however, the stan-321

dard deviations of that weight is non-zero, meaning that322

there indeed are some dihedrals that are not completely323

locked and can cross the energy barrier. It is worth men-324

tioning that even at low temperatures (e.g. 300 K), there325

still exit a small number of mobile and ergodic dihedral326

angles. This is explained well by the cage effect that even327

below Tg, there are still mobile part of systems that may328

be embedded in the frozen parts [53]. We also find there329

is no clear spatial correlation in the heterogeneity [Fig.330

S4] due to small statistics. Around Tg, there is 13.8%331

mobile dihedral angles. At the high temperature limit,332

we see that the weights for PS have plateaued, indicat-333

ing that almost all dihedrals are in their ergodic states.334

This is corroborated by Fig. 4, which shows that that335

the JS divergence is similar at the low and high temper-336

ature limits, indicating the quantitative heterogeneities337

are similar: in the low temperature end, almost all dihe-338

drals are locked (with one weight around unity) and in339

high temperature regime, almost all dihedrals are ergodic340

(with weights equal to the population). When we look at341

the shape of the curve, especially the largest weight, we342

see that for PMMA and PS, there is a sharp increase to-343

wards unity as we decrease the temperature. This means344

that for these two fragile glasses with hard glass transi-345

tion, the dynamical ergodicity is also sharp and sudden.346

However, for PEHMA, we see a comparably soft and con-347

tinuous increase suggesting the ergodicity breaking is also348

soft (See Table S1 for how smooth/sharp the change in349

slope is as defined above).350

III. CONCLUSION351

In summary, we introduce two microscopic signa-352

tures to study the glass transition of polymers. The353

first signature directly compares the configuration dis-354

tribution functions of backbone dihedral angles using355

Jensen−Shannon divergence as a measure of system dy-356

namical heterogeneity; and the second signature repre-357

sents each dihedral angle with a set of fractional time358

spent in the three torsional states. Both of the signa-359

tures display a sudden change in their respective quan-360

tities at a temperature that we believe is the glass tran-361

sition. We hypothesize that such a change in the ther-362

modynamic limit would be associated with a kink in the363
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FIG. 6. Sets of weights of individual dihedral angles for MMA at 300 K, 370 K, 440 K, 510 K, 580 K and 650 K. The three
weights in different colors are plotted against the index of all 740 dihedral angles. The percentages of mobile dihedral angles
are shown as an inset. A dihedral angles is defined as mobile if the maximum weight is less than 0.95.

FIG. 7. The fractional occupation of different torsional states with regard to temperature for: A. PMMA, B. PEHMA and C.
PS. For each dihedral angle, the fractions are ranked and then averaged as blue, purple and red lines. The error bars are the
standard deviation across all the dihedral angles. The definition of fractions can be found in Fig. S2-S3.

entropy of the system mimicking the behavior of a sec-364

ond order transition. Furthermore, these signatures also365

provide a way to quantify two major quantities associ-366

ated with the glass transition: spatial heterogeneity and367

dynamical ergodicity breaking, at least in silico.368

As an analogy to the famous mode-coupling theory369

proposed by Wolfgang Götze [54], these two molecular370

signatures are independent of the macroscopic quantities371

such as the compressibility and diffusion coefficient. In-372

stead, based on the sudden increase in the rejuvenated373

population from the glassy states from the potential en-374

ergy landscape point of view, we define the transition375

temperature separately from the macroscopic quantities376

that are experimentally accessible by using either EPR377

or NMR. However, this local vibration entropy is less sig-378

nificant in comparison with the configuration entropy (or379

dihedral angle fluctuation as proposed here) as a contri-380

bution to the glass transition [55]. Therefore, this article381

intends to propose further discussion on this issue.382
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